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Analysis of Aircraft Control Strategies 
for Microburst Encounter 

Mark L. Psiaki O a nd Roberl F. Slcngclt 
Prince/on Univer.f;ty, Princeton, New Jersey 
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for I Kcocrai livii tion lircraflllsinl1.longl lud lnlll ellullions of motion, root Incus I nllyslll, lJode plots of . It ltude 
ruponlOt to wi nd Inpull, li nd no nl iDear numerical simulaUo n. Respoose 10 levenl Idl'll lll.ed mlcrobul1t wind 
ficld~ "-IS stodled for Ih~ a pproleh li nd Ilkeon nlllhi phll5G. TlKhl ronlrnl o f I;r. rflut lv~ eotTJ)' , plteb·up 
m POnst to d<'Crtl.Sing ailllpeed, incrcllSCd phugoid· modc dampinll. li nd decrnKd phUIlOld natufll fl'fljueney 
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10 ~ limil illK fitton; In an aircraft·s Ibilil), 10 mllntllin night pllh dorinK a mierob ul1t enrountu. 

No mencl:uure 
_ me-an ae-rodynamic chord 
_ drag oodficie-m 
_ lift coefficie-nt 
_ pitching moment coefficient 
_ thru.SI coefficient 
_ propeller efficiency factor 
_ matrix coefficient of llX in linear equations of 

motion ( 12) 
_ acceleration of gravity 
.. matrix coefficient of du in linear equations of 

motion (12) 
= altitude 
= Iolal specific energy [sec Eq. ( 17)] 
= matrix coefficient of du in linear output equation 

(13) 
= matrilt coefficient of l !.lv in linear output equation 

(13) 
.. matrix coefficient of IJ. IV in linear output equation 

(13) 
.. matrix coefficient of 4x in linear output equation 

(13) 
.. identity matrilt 
- pitching momenl of inerlia 
-~I 
_ output feedback gain 
_ matrix r.:oefficient of IJ.HI in linear equations of 

motion (12) 
'"' aircraft mass 
_ normal load factor 
"" propeller power 
- pitch rale-
_ nondimensional pitch rate co q /cI2V. 
- dynamic pressure .. p~12 
= range 
- horizontal extent of oUlnow (sec Fig. 2) 
.. horizontal extent of downdraft (see Fig. 2) 
_ Laplace transform variable 
- wing rcference area 

f =time 
T - thrust 
u - control vector _ (liE.lin T 

V = aircraft velocity magnitude 
HI = wind velocity vector = ( .... . w.) T 

.... = hcadwind speed 

.... =downdraft speed 
x .. Stale vector _ (V/.'Y/.q/.or/,h,r) T 

y = output vector 
or =angle of attack 
6£ = elevator angle-
6T = throllie setting 
IJ. ""prefix signi fying perturbation from nominal 
'Y = night-path angle 
D = pitch angle 
p "" air dcnsity 
fJ = real pari of complex number 
T. = engine response time constant 
w =imaginary part of complex number 
r"" =phugoid damping ratio 
(.) = time derivalive-
() . - air relat ive 
(h = horizontal 
()/ = inertial 
()o '" nominal or trim value 
(). = steady-state value 
(). = vertical 

Intro duction 

Presented as Paper 84-0238 at Ihe AIAA 22nd Aerospare Sciences 
Mcctina, Reno. Ncv" Jan. 9·\2, 1984: rcyi$ioo submltled July 30. 
1984. Copyriaht e American Institute of Acronautics and 
AStrOnaulics. In<; .. 1984. All rilhl$ reserved. 

W ITHt N the past ten years. several major aircraft ac
cidents during the takeoff or approach night phases 

have been attributed to a Stvere meteorological oondition 
known as a mieroburst.t.l A microburu, actually a downburs\ 
of horizontal extent less than about 3 miles, is a low·altitude 
windshear condition consisting of a ve-rtically descending 001· 
umn of air that spreads oul horizontally as i\ hits the ground 
(Fig. I). This condition is hazardous because a penetrating air
craft may fi rst encounter a headwind that causes a pitch-up 
and a rise above the night path. Then it experiences a shear of 
thc headwind to a tailwind along with a downdraft, both of 
which cause it 10 fall below the glide palh. 

A recenl example is the loss of a Hoeing 727 aircraft during 
takeoff from the New Orleans International Airport in July 
\982.l Although the aircraft's performance capability was suf· 
ficien t (in theory) to allow safe- penetration, a Ilumberof factors 
prevented this, including lack of established control procedures 
to be: used in microburst encounter. While it is r~ognittd that 
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the best control strategy is total avoidance by waiting until this 
transient phenomenon has convected away from the airfield, 
optimal control strategies for inadvertent microburst penetra
tion and the associated safe operating envelopes of typical air
craft elasses remain to be detennined. 4 

To dale, many studies have been made of the general prob
lem of night through vertical shears in the hori7.ontal wind,"" 
and more recently allention has been given to the rnicrobursl 
encounter problem.1.9 The earlier studies found Ihe stability of 
the phugoid-mode to be affected by the change of the headwind 
(or tailwind) magnitude with altitude, dw./~. A conclusion 
frequently reached in the nying community was that any 
dynamic problems associated with this windshear would be 
eliminated by arresting the rate of climb or descent, essentially 
freering the wind speed at a constant value. Studies dealing 
mainly wilh night through microbursts have taken the ap
proach of simulation of mierobuTSt encounter. An extensive 
revjew of work done in this field, including microburst model
ing efforts, derivations of equations of motion that include 
wind effects, and simulation of open-loop, piloted, and 
automatically controlled night through microbursts, is given in 
Ref. 10. The question of proper controls for microburst 
penetration has also been addressed,'·II·ll principally using 
linearized models of aircraft dynamics. 

In this paper, the effects of various feedback control laws 
upon tracking of the nominal trajectory during a microburst 
encounter are presented. Both jet transport (J1) and general 
aviation (GA) aircraft are considered. This is a preliminary 
study of controller sensitivities based upon classical control 
design principles, inciudinJ root loci. Bode plots of windshear 
response, and nonlinear simulation of microburst encounter 
uansienls. No allempt is made to address all of the issues of 
praetical autopilot design. 

Melhods a nd Tools of A nalysis 
Equ.ltons of Mollon 

The equations of motion for symmetric night in a variable 
wind field can be expressed in wind axes,lO body axes,' or in
ertial velocity axes as presented here: 

+ Tcosa,·l/m - gsin'l, 

(qS[C,.cos (o; -a.1 -Cnsin(a,-a.l 1 + Tsina, 
mY, 

gCOS'l1 ----
Y, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

No <'t. terms, other unsteady aerodynamic effects, or effects 
of the wind disuibution ovef the aircraft were modeled; these 
are reasonable approximations in this study of the 
longitudinal trajeclOries. V. and a. were calculated as func
tions o f V" a, . ..". w~, and w~ using the geometric 
transformation 

a. _a, +..,,-llIn - 1 ( Vlsin"'l + w. ) 
V,cos..,, + w~ 

(7) 

(S) 

Atmospheric density gradiem effects were ignored. Bnd it was 
assumed that the local, Earth-filled coordinate system was 
inertial. 

Airttllfl MOOfts 
Two aircraft types were considered . The first was a three

engine jet transport in the ISO,()()()'lb class, corresponding 
closely to the model in Ref. 13. The second was the single
engine, propcl1er-driven, general aviation aircraft described in 
Ref. 14. 

The jet Irnnsport'5 lift and pitching momclII coefficients 
were modeled as linear functions of a •• fJE, and q, while the 
drag coefficient was a function of the squared lift. Its stall 
characteristies were unmodeled, but they are known to occur 
at about 13 deg of angle of attack. Thrust was assumed to be 
independent of airspeed, and there was a first-order lag be
tween the throttle setting and the thrust, 

(9) 

where r~=4 s. Power-induced lift, drag, and pitching moment 
dfects were not considered. 

The general aviation aerodynamic model was nonlinear, be· 
ing based upon full-scale wind tunnel data that include stall 
characteristies and power-induced lift, drag, and pitching mo
ment effects. The aircraft's thrust was modeled as follows: 

T_E(V.IP/V. 

p - (fJT- Plh, 

The first-Order throttle-response time constant was I s. 

Mltmbur.u Uescrip lion 

(10) 

(II) 

The meteorological phenomenon of microbursts is currently 
the subject of an eXlensive ellperimental study," lind bener 
models are being developed for night simulation.'··1l The 
models used for this study, however, were only rough approll
imations, as in Ref. 10. The vertical and horizontal wind 
velocities were modeled liS functions of range along the night 
palh. Two microburst shapes were considered . The lirst in
volved discrete steps in horizontal wind and downdraft. The 
.second had the headwind varying to a tailwind as one period 
of a sine wave, while the downdraft varied as one period of a 
[1-cos(2wrlr.)J transient (Fig. 2). 

As can be seen, these simplified models retain the essential 
dangers to night: a headwind shearing to a tai lwind accom
panied by a downdraft. Therefore, they can reveal major 
features of the aircraft trajectory response. In reality, the wind 
profiles ellperienced during penetration will depend upon the 
trajectory and upon the shape, period, and intensity of the 
mieroburst . 11 The discrete microburst model excited shon
period response at the step edges. but was otherwise similar to 
the sinusoidal model. The trajectory differences were 
minimal, so Ihe remainder o f this paper reports results only 
for the sine-wove microburst model. Several wavelengths and 
amplitudes were considered; for this study, the nominal 
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" 
microbursl was taken to be: r~ = IO,OOO ft, w~(max) = 35 fils 
for the headwind-to-tailwind wave an d r~ = 3,OOO ft , 
w.(max)=20 ftls for the downdraft. The nomina l wave
lengths and ampli tudes correspond roughly to the wind5hear 
reported for a 1976 accident at Phi ladelphia International 
Airport.9 

~'il!bl I'ha"" 
This paper concentrales primarily upon the approach night 

phase, wherc the aircraft is nominally trimmed at constant 
airspeed and nighl-path angle. Nominal trim conditions fo r 
the two aircraft arc listcd in Table I . An example of the steady 
climb-out night phase also is considered, wilh nominal "1 1=3 
deg. Neither landing nare nor liftoff and rotation are ad
dressed, and aerodynamic ground effects arc ignored. 

Conlrol Law 1)csj1:1l . AIl~l ysis. anti Sil11ul~rilln 

Linearil.cd equations of motion were derived from Eq. 
(I·] I ) for perturbations from trim. The dynamic equation 
takes the fornl; 

lli = Flu + GtJ.1I + L6 ... ( ]2) 

The output t"quation can be: cxpresscd as 

( 13) 

The following clcmcnts of 6)' wcrc considered fo r feedbac k 
conuollal\' form ulation: V • • a. , (,a., 6

" 
"'I;, H ., H •. H ;, i l ;, 

and I,. Control laws of the forlll tJ.fI = - K6y were cxamined 
for stability by means of classical root locus plots. 

The control laws were ncxt c.>;amined in terms of Bode plots 
of closed-loop transfer fu nctions fro rn ti llic-depcndent wind 
inputs. 6 .... 10 stale OUiputs such as 611. The transfer funct ion 
matrices were generated according 10 thc followi ng fo rmula: 

~'(s) 
--""-""-=[sf - F+G(I+KH ) 'KH I - 1 

6 ... (s) M ~ 

x [L-G(I + Kf-I.) I K(N ", +sH ... ) I ( 14) 

0 
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~ ~ , 0 < 

JT ~ ' 
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~ '\.,., , , 0 , 
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, , 
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, , 
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, 
.~ , 
'l o , 
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Q01 0.1 10 
Frequency had/sJ 

HR. J Open-loop (01.) 1I0de guin ptots ror IWO) tlisiurbuncr Ir~ns fcr 
functiuns lind two IIlrcraFr. 

To evaluate microburst frequcncy content. an approximate 
transformation bascd upon the aircraft 'S nominal trajectory is 
used 10 go from spatially dependent to time depe\ldem wind 
fields: 

(15) 

where 

( 16) 

Although the assumed microburst profiles provided lran
sient inputs. they possessed identifiable characterist ic periods. 
It was found that closed-loop amplitude response at the cor
responding frequencies was a good predictor for the transient 
response obtained in nonlinear simu lation. 

Finally, comrol designs were verined us ing the full 
non linear equations or motion in conjunct ion with a fourth
ordcr Runge-Ku11a numerical integration to simulate the air
craft response. Stnbili ty was verified, and transient response 
to various microbursts was st udied. Transient response was 
evaluated primar ily in terms of trajectory tracking perform
ance: h vs r plots, wi th altention given to ang]e-or-attaek ex
cursio\ls as regards sta ll and to control saturation. the most 
signincant nonlinearit ies of the syslcm. 

Results and D iscussion 
O~n-LO)O)p S~stem rcrformance 

As a point for l'Omparison. the open-loop response for each 
aircraft model was studied \Ising twO Bode plots. tire altitude 
response 10 horizontal wind input tJ. h (s)/tJ.w~ (s), and the 
altitude response to vertical wind input 611(s) / 6"'. (S) (Fig. 
3), and using the simulated transient response for several 
microbursts (Fig. 4). 

Some features of the Bode plots can be explaincd as follows. 
The high re.~onan l peaks :Ire due to the light damping of the 
phugoid mode. The phugoid period is approximately propor· 
tional to airspeed; hence, the GA model has a higher natural 
frequency. GA model propcller effects cause higher phugoid 
damping; hencc. the peaks arc broadcr. The Ah(s)/AW~(S) 
amplitude responses have - 20 dil i decade slope at low fre· 
quency because the vertical veloci ty of an aircraft at 
equi librium with respect 10 an air mass depends directly upon 
the vertical velocity of the air mass. The amplitude of b01h 
tJ.h(s) /6w~(s) curves at low freq ucncy can be: explained by 
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considering conservation of 10lal air-relative energy. I r an air
craft crossed a boundary between a calm zone and a sicady 
headwind zone, it would experience a step increment in tOlal 
air-rclalive energy bealusc: of the step increment in airspeed, 
while there would be no instantaneous change in altitude. 
With controls fixed. the aircraft would settle back 10 its 
original airspeed afta the transient had died OUI. To within 
order t~. the 10lal air-relative energy would be the same as 
whm it rirsl entered the headwind lone. Therefore, the final 
a!lliude must be higher. Given; 

( 17) 

Taking the derivative of (17) to find the linear approximation 
for small perturbations yields: 

( 18) 

The specific energy perturb::ation is initially due only to the in
crease in airspeed, tJ.V._tJ.w~: 

(19) 

while the steady·sulte perturbation is due entirely to altitude 
increase: 

tJ.H ... .. tJ." (20) 

Combining Eqs. (19) and (20) yields 

(21) 

a value thaI depends only upon nominal airspeed and which 
correesponds closely 10 Ihe low-frequency limits on the Bode 
plots. This resuh would not hold in the true steady state if at· 
mospheric density gradient effects were considered. 

It could be expected that a microburst head/tailwind period 
in the vicinit y of Ihe aircraft's phugoid period would produce 
a resonant response. while Ihe aircraft altitude should re.~pond 
to the downdrafl portion of the microbursl by integrating the 
[1 - cos(2"" /'~)1 pulse. [n fa ct, Ihe nominal microbuTSt 
chosen in this paper Is well tuned to the JT a ircmft model con
sidered here (not surprising in light of the Philadelphia acci
dent), so lhe conlro ls·fi:ou..-d transient response to this 
microburst was simul:l1ed for both aircraft. Also simulated for 

• 
i~ 

- Nominal 
--OL 
• ••• • •• 8 , 10 AE 

Feedback 
6 j 10 AE lind 
Ha 10 AT Feedback 

O+----------+-----=~--; 
o 8k 16k 

Range 1Ft ] 

Fit!. 5 Comparison lOr dused-Ioop (CI.) lnlnslenl rl'!ipOnSH In 

numlnMI microbunit . 

the controls-fixed case was the response to a GA-tuned 
microburst wilh a period of 2500 ft. For this case, the peak 
winds were one-quarter of the nominal values to maintain the 
same maximum wind gradient. The simul::a ted tr::ajectories for 
these IWO cases appear in Fig . 4 along with the nominal night 
path . 

As expected, the responses for the tuned c::ases look like 
phugoid osci1l::ations with altitude drops superimposed during 
the downdrart sect ions. Similar jet transport results were 
presented by Frost. 10 The Ilode plots predict the response 
magni tudes remarkably well for the untuned cases: GA ::air
craft in a JT-tuncd mieroburst and JT aircraft in a GA-tuned 
microburst. For the tuned cases. however, the response is 
lower th::ao predicted by the linear models. This probably is 
due to the transient nature of the simulation vs the steady-state 
n::ature of the Ilode plot results, and/or to the fact that the time 
frequencies of excitation and of the aircraft phugoid modes 
vary with the actual inertial velocity. The Ilode plols predicted 
the relative magniludes of the various responses, and Ihey 
prove to be useful tools for the prediction of mieroburSI ::allen
uation by feedbaek control. 

Of further nOle is that the OA response to Ihe JT-tuned 
microbursl resembled the tracking by a low-pass filter of a 
signal within its response bandwidth. The JT response to Ihe 
GA·tuned microburSI, on the other hand, was very low, as ex
poccted in the case of a low·pass fi lter being excited al frequen· 
cies above its bandwidth. 

For discussion, closed-loop analysis focuses on the jet 
Iransl>ort , and the signilicant differences for Ihe OA model 
are then noted. A good closW-loop system must do three 
things to decrease the effects of windshear upon the night 
path: 

I) Elimin::ate the resonant peak in the altilUde response to 
horizontal windshear at the phugoid natural frequency. 

2) Eliminate the integration effect in thc altitude response 
to downdraft. 

J) Lower the ::altitude response to horizontal windshear at 
all frequenci es below the phugold. 

The first goal can be achieved simply by adding damping to 
Ihe phugoid mode_ Pitch ::angle or night-path angle ftt<lb::ack 
to Ihe elevator is known to do this. With moderate g::aln5, ::a 
damping ratio of fl'll - 0.7 can be achieved, eliminating the 
resonant peak altogethcr. The corresponding trajcctory 
responses to the nominal microbuTSt are almost identical for 
the IwO control law~, so only the one for Ihe 8,-to-o£ control 
law is shown in Fig. 5. 

This closed-loop trajectory now looks somewhat like the 
open-loop trajectory for the GA aircraft in this same 
microburst. The response magnitude indicated by the Bode 
plot corresponds closely to that observed in the si mulation_ 
The rcs l>OlIse i~, ofeoune, st ill unucccptable: Deviations from 
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the glide slope reach sevcral hundred fcct, but a significant im
provement has been madc. 

The second goal-elimination of the intergration effect of 
the downdraft upon the steady-state allitude response-is 
somewhat less easily achieved. Clearly, some inertial quamity 
such as altitude deviation dh must be fed back. A feedback 
quantity like h has been considered for windshear applic:l
tions": total air-relative s~ifie energy. One reason for in
terest in this quantity is the ellistenee of an inexpensive fl. sen
sor.19 Using a method similar to Ref. 7 of studying the closed
loop stability as affected by d w~/dz, it can be shown that H. 
plus-fl.-to-oT feedback restabilizes the phugoid mode whcn 
dw~/dz destabili7.es il." This feedback also stabilizes the 
altitude modc, so it is a candidate for achieving thc second 
goal. 

First consider [he root locus for H~ feedback to 6Tin Fig. 6. 
Although the rigid-body longitudinal motion of the aircraft 
plus the engine dynamics and altitude feedback yield a sixth
order system, Fig. 6 resembles the root locus of a sccond-order 
system. This is because total specific energy varies little with 
phugoid or short-period oscillations. Therefore they are 
almost unobservable in H., and their eigenvalues cannot be 
grcatly affected by feedback of H~ to 6T. Consequently, the 
altitude-modc pole can be placed indcpcndcmly of the 
phugoid and short-period poles by using HD feedback to 6T. 
Closing this loop leads to the Bode plots of altitude response 
to downdraft, dh(s) /dw~(s), shown in Fig. 7. 

The desired elimination of the integration effect upon the 
steady state has been achieved. Of course, the phugoid mode 
damping still must be increased to climinate the resonant 
peak. This can still be done. for example, by 0, feedback to 6£ 
without adversely affecting the new result. For this multiple· 
loop case, the trajectory from the simulated transient response 
to the nominal microburst appears in Fig. 5. 

The nonlinear transient response trajectory shows a larger 
maximum deviation than for the ease of 6, feedback to the 
elevator alone. The additon of the H.-10-6T loop improved 
the performance in the headwind zone, and it eliminated much 
of the final bias due to the downdraft; however, it resulted in a 
larger deviation from the glide path in the tai lwind zone. From 
the Bode plots, one would have expected the horizontal-shear
induced phugoid oscillations to be about the same as for the 
case of OJ feedback to lhe elevator, with the downdraft
induced bias being eliminated 10 yield a better net result. The 
throttle lime history explains this discrepancy. One finds that 
the thrOllle setting was reduced in the headwind zone, then in
creased quickly to saturation in the downdraft and tailwind 
zones. The Bode plot for the throttle selling response to 

- OA 

I ....... ... 

6T , '.5" 11'001 Of H • . 
-Ul"/FPS 01 H. 

/ 
0 

Altllude Iw .. . 
~ 

o 

Flt.6 Phutold portion, of two root lod. Top: II. [0 bT; bollom: 
H. plus iI. to ~T. 

horizontal wind input, d6T(s)/dw~ (s), likewisc predicts that 
150G,1o of mallimum throttle was required by this controller to 
negotiate this windshear. The trajectory response was not as 
predicted by the Bode plots because of the nonl inear effect of 
throttle saturation. It was worse than for the case of 0, feed
back to the elevato· because throlliing back during the head
wind zone caused a loss of energy Ihat could not be made up 
quickly enough during the downdraft-tailwind zone when the 
throttle saturated. 

Even if thro ttle saturation had not been II problem in this 
case, the dh{s)/dw~ (s) frequency response was still too high 
near Ihe phugoid natural frequency. The maximum deviation 
from the nominal night path st ill would have been on the 
order of hundreds of feet for the microbursl considerd. In 
other words, the third design goal still must be achieved. 

One way to accomplish this is to increase the gain in the H.
to-6T feedback loop, but this preSents twO problems: 6T 
satu ration will occur for even lower wind inputs, and the dam
ping ratio of the combined altitude-engine mode will be 
decreased. In order to solve the second problem, H. feedback 
to 6T can be added such that the new zero on the root locus 
falls just to the left of the pole associated with the engine 
dynamics. The resulting root locus is plotted in Fig. 6. 

This allows an increase in the gain without decreasing the 
damping ratio. N regards the saturation problem, one would 
expect the addition of this loop 10 exacerbate it. Actually, the 
addition of this loop allows for an increase in gains while 
slightly decreasing throttle activity at frequencies up to the 
phugoid. AI frequencies above the phugoid, the problcm will 
get worse, but throttle activity is not needed at high frequency 
because the open-loop system response is acceptable in Ihat 
range. Even when the throttle saturates, one can sec that this 
feedback loop will perform better than H. -to-6T feedback 
alone because it will respond more rapidly with full throttle to 
the alti tude loss in the downdraft zone and the ai rspeed loss in 
the tailwind zone. 

Another feedback loop that showed some promise of lower
ing the alti tude response to horizontal wind input near the 
phugoid natural frequency was qrx. to 6E. In simple 
aerodynamic theory, qrx. is approximately proportional to 
normal load facto r, so all results that were derived for this 
case would be roughly the same if the feedback were from n: 
to 6£. Ploning Ihe phugoid portion of the root locus indicates 
that this loop closure destabilizes the phugoid; however, by 
adding a proportional feedback of "II to 6E, the phugoid can 
be stabilized (Fig. 8). "II is roughly proportional to the integral 
of Qrx. , 50 this is like a proportional-integral control law. 

Combi ning this elevator control law with Ihe H.-plus-fl.
to-6T cont rol law yields the Bode plots of Fig. 9 and the 
simulated trajectory response to the nominal microburst of 
Fig . 10. The lowering of the low-frequency end of the 
!J.h(s)/dw~(s) Bode plot was due partly to the addition of the 
fI~-to-6T feedback loop, but it was due primarily to the usc of 
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H. in the throttle: feedback loop. The lowering of the peak in 
the l!.h(s) /l!.w~(sl !lode plot was due to Ihe lowering of the 
phugoid natural frequency that resulted fro m the qa.-plus-')'r 
to-liE feedback . Nonlinear transient response is improved by 
this control law, bill il is not as good as the Bode plots would 
mdicatc. again because of throttle saluration. For the reason 
given earlier, the addilion of fl. feedbac k improved the 
response, even though Ihrollie saluration occurred. 

Another reason for the improved performance of this feed
back control law was that it responded to a decrease in 
airspeed (or ti) by pilching up. This concept is the reverse of 
whal a pilot normally would do, but it may be essential for im
proved performance during microburst penetration. On the 
root locus. it was shown Ihal this type of feedback tends 10 
lower the phugoid natural frequency (Fig. 8). On the Bode 
plots. il was seen that a lowered phugoid nalural frequc ncy 
translated inlO a lower maximum altitude response to horizon
tal windshear (Fig. 9). One mighl consider lowering the 
phugoid natural fre1:juency even fUrlher to attenuate the peak 
response even more. The gain from qct. 10 6£ starts becoming 
very large, and the stability of the system becomes more sen
sitive to this gain. This represents a definile limita tion to the 
approach. 

Other feedback quanti ties wcre Iried, including V •• ct., h. 
H" and Hr. V. showed promise in the linear analysis when fed 
back to 6E in the opposite sense from usual. In this case, it 
behaved like qa., bul Ihis loop proved 10 be highly sensitive 10 
gain varia tions thai could cause the closed-loop system 10 
diverge in a "tuck" mode. Feedback of a. to 6E in a 
deslabili:cing direclion provided improved microbursl penctra
tion performance by lowering the phugoid natural frequency, 
effectively deluning the aircrafl from the microburst. bill this 
control law is otherwise unacceptable. Feedback of alt itude 
caused stability problems in connection with {JE, and it had 
100 much lag to be effec!ive by itself in actuation of 6T. Iner
tial specific energy and energy rate were less crfeclive fee<lback 
variables than their air-relative counterparls; Ihe Bode plots 
did not have Ihe desired propcrlies, and transient response was 
degraded. This occurs bc<:ause the forces and moments that 
provide trajectory control and disturbance response a re 
aerodynamic. 

General A .. I.1111O Case 

The resul ts for the GA model were similar to those for the 
jet transport, a lthough feedba ck gain values were not the 
same. One major difference was for Ihe conlrol law feeding 
qa. and 'Yr back to 6Eand feeding H. and H. back to 6T: The 
aircraft stalled during the downdrart portion of the nominal 
micfoburst. This shows the ultimate limitation of any control 
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law that responds to a decrease in airspeed with an increase in 
angle-of.auack. When the same control law was used and the 
downdraft portion of the microburst was omitted. the results 
were very good (Fig. 11). so the GA aircraft has more diffi
cult y with the downdraft than with the out now. A simulation 
of the GA aircraft with the above described control law in 
the GA-tuned microburst showed good performance im
provement. 

Cllmbout C.K; Jet Tl"llnsport Model 
Simulations of climbout for the JT model Ihrough the 

nominal microburst were run for the open-loop case and for 
Ihe qa.-plus--y,to-6E and H.-plus+H.-to-c5T feedba ck oon
trol case. The trajectories are ploued in Fig. 12. The closed
loop response is not as well attenuated as in Ihe approach case 
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because the throttle set ting is nominally 82.,. of the maximum: 
thercrore throttle satura tion occurs earlier, allowing a large 
devia tion below the nominal night path. 

Conclusions 

This paper brillgs to light several important aspects of 
microburst penetrat ion by aircraft during landing o r takeoff. 
The root loci and Bode plots of linear S"/stem analysis arc 
useful for the dcsign of m iCToburs t-in.scnsit ive tonlrol laws. 
but nonlinearitics such as throttle satuTation and aerodynamic 
stall characteristits play important parts in limiting microburst 
penetration capabilities. Therdore, simulation of the 
nonlinear equations of mol ion is essential in s tudying this pro· 
blem. Tight regulation of energy with respect to the air Illass 
can improve microburst penetration charac teris tics. Contro l 
laws that respond \0 decreasing airspeed with a pilch-up com· 
mand perform better than those thai do not, provided the ai r· 
Cfaft docs not 5tall. This characteristic was linked 10 the lower· 
ing of the phugoid na tural fequency as a means of microburst 
response a ttenuatio n. Implementation of a simple gain-Iype: 
feedback conlrollaw using Ihis idea is not Mlggcsled because 
of ai rcra ft stall characleris lics and because o f possible " tuck" 
mode excitation due to gain sensitivit y. Although attentio n 
was restric ted to elevator and throttle cont rol , consideratio n 
should be given to the use o f fast-acting, direct-lift devices 
such as parlially deflected spoi le rs and flap~ as well. 
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